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Mobile Data Collection- Applications

Personal Data Data CenterPersonal Data 
(smart-phone, tablet user)

• Smartphone application / network log

・Market/commercial survey
・Contents recommendation
(Amazon, Yahoo, Facebook, p pp g

• Health,  breath record, sports data,
ISP,)

Hospital / Health Center
H lth it i• Tracking, location based services 

GPS, wifi, 
・Healthy monitoring, 
management, consulting , 
supporting
Google Microsoft KDDI• Purchasing data, barcode scanning, 

environment data, air Pollution
Google, Microsoft, KDDI , 
docomo, etc, )
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Mobile Data Collection- Technologies

Challenges& status Challenges
& status

End-user 
(smart-phone, tablet user)

& status

Data center 
(Platform)

Anonymous collection 
personal information 
security/ privacy 

(Platform)

Cloud computing
Virtualization y p y

User context information 
collection     

Business Modeling  
(automatically) 

(e.g., camera, RFIF,  GPS, 
wifi, phone built-in sensors 
(KDDI labs.) ) energy/ 

Prediction possibility

memory constraint Robust (adaptively to 
other field)

Eff ti (l t)
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Effectiveness (low cost) 



Mobile Data Collection- Technologiesg
Our proposal 
obtain Location Data with High Accuracy (Indoor environments)

To obtain location data 
with high accuracy, 

fwe use reference 
information from phone 
built-in sensors. 

• Our result: location data can be obtained with less 
error, about 20%-40% , with less reference 
landmarks in indoor environment

e g HTC Touch Diamond’s

landmarks in  indoor environment.  
• Effects: supports a mother find her 
children  in a shopping more accurately. 
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e.g. HTC Touch Diamond s 
built in accelerometer, with .NET CF 2.0, 
allows user to know steps, distance, etc.
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Communication at Crossroads

 Tough communication is required

● High packet delivery ratio

● Short transmission delay

● High scalability

Physical layer performance is important to 
improve these requirements

OFDM based cooperative communication 
has good benefit at Crossroads
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OFDM(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) based 
cooperative communication scheme 

Neighbor vehicles forward same OFDM signal 
simultaneously

routing, and these transmissions cause long delay and packet
collisions.
The physical layer of the IEEE 802.11p employs Orthogo-

nal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) as modulation
techniques. The OFDM has been focused for high-speed data
transmission in wireless LAN, cellular systems and etc. OFDM
signals are multipath robust due to low symbol rates and
addition of a guard interval (GI) to an OFDM symbol [24].
Therefore, multipath reflections that have a delay spread less
than the guard interval period can be demodulated with no
inter-symbol interference (ISI). This characteristic is used
for Single Frequency Networks (SFN) in television broadcast
systems [25]. In SFN, the same OFDM signal is transmitted
from some fixed antenna towers, which exist in different
places. In order to demodulate multiple OFDM signals with-
out ISI, reception timing of these OFDM signals should be
less than the guard interval period. Therefore, high accuracy
transmission timing control is required at transmitters.
Authors consider that the concepts of SFN can apply to

vehicular networks. Meanwhile, vehicular networks have some
different characteristics from television broadcast systems.
First different characteristic is fast movement of vehicles.
Therefore, physical relationship between vehicles is always
changing, and forwarding vehicles are almost changing ac-
cording to the physical locations. Therefore, autonomous
transmission timing control mechanisms are required to
achieve the concepts of SFN in vehicular networks. If we can
achieve this concept, vehicles can obtain path diversity effect.
As the results, communication performance will be improved
without additional wireless resource.
In this paper, we focus on cooperative multiple transmission

schemes similar to SFN for vehicular networks to improve
transmission performance and to reduce transmission delay.
Then, we propose a new vehicular network with cooperative
transmission mechanisms. In the proposed vehicular network,
neighbor vehicles select the same random delay period for col-
lision avoidance autonomously, and forward the same OFDM
signal at same instance according to the selected random delay
period. Vehicles can demodulate the received OFDM signals
without ISI when the arrival timing of each OFDM signals is
confined to the guard interval period of the OFDM signals.
Moreover, we assume the different sizes of vehicles in the
computer simulations. Then, we evaluate the proposed scheme
in the more actual wireless environment. The numerical results
show that the proposed scheme can achieve the high delivery
ratio with the short delivery delay.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we intend to achieve data dissemination of
vehicle information messages in specific area near a vehicle.
Then, we employ broadcast communication to simplify trans-
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mission mechanisms to reduce end-to-end delay. In the almost
all studies of ad-hoc networks, only one signal is transmitted
by only one node. Therefore, more wireless resource is re-
quired to achieve path diversity effects because some nodes
transmit the same signal at different timing. As the result, it
is well known that broadcast storm problems occur.
Meanwhile, some vehicles transmit the same OFDM signal

simultaneously in the proposed scheme. Therefore, transmis-
sion period of the proposed scheme equals to that of the
single signal transmission. Hence, our scheme can achieve
path diversity effects without additional consumption of wire-
less resource. Additionally, vehicles re-broadcast the received
packets of vehicle information messages when the vehicles
exist in delivery area of the source vehicle that transmits the
received packets.
Figure 1 shows the overview communication of the pro-

posed scheme. Figure 1 a) shows the assumed location of
four vehicles, and Fig. 1 b) shows the packet transmission
timing. In the assumptions, the vehicle V1 transmits its own
vehicle information message to neighbor vehicles V2 and V3 by
broadcasting. In order to demodulate two signals without inter-
symbol interference at the vehicle V4, the two signals from
the vehicles V2 and V3 must arrive during the guard interval
period. Hence, the vehicles V2 and V3 should select the same
random back-off value. Then, these two vehicles forward the
same OFDM signal at almost same instance. As the results,
the vehicle V4 receives the two same signals from V2 and V3,
and obtain the path diversity effect.
It is known that wireless channel in vehicular networks is

assumed to be fading environments. In fading environments,
only one wireless link may not be enough to achieve reliable
communication. Additionally, some broadcast based protocols
have been considered to achieve safety applications, which im-
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Seamless mobility at Crossroads

Vehicles switch access networks such as 
3G, WiMAX, WiFi etc. 

• IP address change causes connection 
breaks

• Seamless communication between IPv4 
and IPv6 is difficult

NTMobile (Network Traversal with Mobility)
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NTMobile network

Direction Coordinator: DC  
(FQDN: dc.A.org)

General NodeRelay Server:RS

NAT Router A

NAT Router B

3G Networks

NTM Node MN
managed by DS     
(FQDN: mn.A.org)

NTM Node CN1
managed by DS     
(FQDN: cn1.B.org) 

NTM Node CN2
managed by DS     
(FQDN: cn2.B.org)

Internet

Direction Coordinator: DC
(FQDN: dc.B.org)

MN
CN

MN CN

CN

Vehicles can achieve continuous communication 
by using virtual an IP address over IPv4 & IPv6 
networks
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Thank you for your attention! 
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Cooperative Communications : 
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Cooperative Communications

at the PHY Layer

STEP 1 STEP 2

S

D

R

S

D

R

Gains:

Increased SNR at the 

receiver

Distributed MIMO

SNR : Signal to Noise Ratio

MIMO: Multiple Input Multiple Output

2

Transmission schemes:

Amplify-and-Forward

Decode-and-Forward

Options:

One or several relays

Channel and/or space-time 

coding

D D

Issues:

Information Theory Issues  (optimizing the 

Diversity/Capacity Tradeoff)

Open Issues: 

Mobile relays, mesh and ad hoc networks

Joint PHY-MAC Design of Cooperative

Protocols

MIMO: Multiple Input Multiple Output



Cooperative Communications

at the MAC Layer

STEP 1 STEP 2

S

D

R

S

D

R

3

Allocating relays to a direct transmission: 

collection of  CSI, selection, notification of the result

D D

CSI : Channel State Information

Network Issues: network performance, power control, rate 

adaptation, fairness, interoperability



Conclusion

STEP 1 STEP 2

S

D

R

S

D

R
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D

Fixed Relays : MIMO Issues

Mobile Relays: Open Issues

Open Issues: Interactions between

cooperative techniques and other

optimization issues



Thank you !

ICN Panel

Benoît Escrig

escrig@enseeiht.fr

http://escrig.perso.enseeiht.fr
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